apply to the operation of DoD Unmanned Aircraft Systems.

4. For public safety and operational reasons, the outdoor use of model aircraft (including, but not limited to, quadcopters or drones) which are not these are equipped with cameras, is prohibited on the Fort Hood military installation. This restriction does not apply to model aircraft operations on or near Fort Hood that occur under observation and control of DoD civilian employees, invited contractors/technical representatives, dependents, and civilians, and do not endanger the safety of manned aircraft personnel who observe and control these operations.

2. The operation of model aircraft on Fort Hood is subject to all military members' Department of Defense Uniform Code of Military Justice (UCMJ) and Services Code (U.S.C.) Section 892.

3. The operation of model aircraft on Fort Hood military reservation sponsored by people on the Fort Hood military reservation.

4. The operation of model aircraft on Fort Hood military reservation sponsored by people on the Fort Hood military reservation.

Public Law 112-95, FAA Modernization and Reform Act of 2012; Title 10, United States Code, part 91, General Operating and Flight Rules.
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